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The RED KNIGHT of GERMANY

THE young vikar decided to inaugurate his own system of map presentations. Instead of the one-sided approach for his first victory he would present himself with a silver vikar cup not for that victory but for each subsequent one.

He ordered the first cup that night by mail from a jeweler in Berlin. He described in detail the kind of goblet he wanted, and within the next three to four weeks an across the top, with a horses standing slightly to a minor heat, the horse to be in fiery polished seating, and the inside of the cup to be chased with a dull gold finish. He instructed the jeweler to engrave on one side the following inscription:

"1. Vexen 2. 17. 18." and the date of the battle—17th of November, 1918. Today, in the bedroom of the flying aces in his home in Schleuswitz, he is not only proud that he has achieved another vikar cup for his first victory, but also confident that he will achieve another for each subsequent one. But one trophy was not enough.
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